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Abstract—A well characterized radiation field inside a research
nuclear reactor irradiation facilities enables precise qualification
of radiation effects to the irradiated samples such as nuclear
heating or changes in their electrical or material properties.
To support the increased utilization of the JSI TRIGA reactor
irradiation facilities in the past few years mainly on account
of testing novel detector designs, electronic components and
material samples, we are working on increasing the neutron and
gamma field characterization accuracy using various modeling
and measurement techniques.
In this paper we present the dose field measurements using
thermo-luminescent detectors (TLD’s) with different sensitivities
neutron and gamma sensitivities, along with multiple ionization
and fission chamber. Experiment was performed in several steps
from reactor start-up, steady operation and a rapid shutdown,
during which the ionization and fission chamber signals were
acquires continuously, while the TLD’s were being irradiated at
different stages during reactor operation and after shutdown, to
also capture response to delayed neutron and gamma field. The
results presented in this paper serve for validation of JSI designed
JSIR2S code for delayed radiation field determination, initial
results of its application on the JSI TRIGA TLD measurements
will also be presented.

Index Terms—TRIGA, MCP-N, MCP-7, TLD, ionization
chamber, fission chamber, R2S, delayed gamma field

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to increase the utilization of irradiation facilities
inside a research nuclear reactor for purpose of sample irradi-
ation and characterization of its response, a detailed radiation
field characterization is required. This is usually performed as
a combination of experiments and simulations, which are also
validated by experimental data.
The Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) TRIGA Mark II research
reactor is equipped with numerous in-core and ex-core irra-
diation facilities, utilization of which has increased mainly
on account of a well characterized neutron field but also
increasing accuracy of gamma field characterization for the
novel radiation detectors and measurement techniques [1],
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radiation tolerance testing [2] and material sample irradiation
[3].
Numerous activities for validation of the computational model
such as reaction rate measurements [4], [5], neutron and
gamma field measurements using fission and ionization cham-
bers [6], [7] have led to a validated representative compu-
tational model, which has been used for a more rigorous
characterization of a steady state radiation field inside its irra-
diation facilities [8], [9]. The next step is to capture temporally
dependent radiation field behavior, especially gamma due to
decay of activation and fission products, which amounts to up
to 20% to 30% [10], depending on operational history and
position inside the reactor core. The previous work on delayed
radiation field characterization dealt with relative values in
terms of detector responses of delayed gamma field vs. total
gamma field. In order to obtain absolute dose-rate values,
a series of TLD measurements were performed in different
irradiation, which were irradiated during different stages of of
reactor operation and after shutdown.
In this paper we present the use of nautroal and enriched
Li TLD’s for measurements of high intensity mixed radiation
field of the JSI TRIGA reactor irradiation facilities, using high
temperature readout techniques for a dose measurement range
from 0.1Gy to MGy.

II. TLD DETECTORS

Thermoluminescence detectors (TLD’s) based on the LiF
compounds are widely used for mixed field dosimetry. Novel,
high temperature TLD readout at temperatures up to 600 ◦C
has revealed an additional high temperature dosimetric peak,
with the main dosimetric peak at 220 ◦C disappearing with
increasing doses. A new, high temperature dosimetric peak,
called ”peak B” and the UHTR (Ultra High Temperature
Ratio) readout technique was developed at the IFJ enabling
dose readouts ranging from µGy to MGy [11]–[14].
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of MCP TLDs in a
wide range of doses inside a mixed radiation field of a nuclear
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reactor, 50 dosimeter packets were prepared, each consisting
of 3 natLiF : Mg,Cu, P (MCP-N) TLDs, with 6Li being
highly sensitive to neutrons and 3 7LiF : Mg,Cu, P TLDs
with enriched lithium 7 (MCP-7) manufactured by the IFJ
PAN,Kraków, Poland (Fig. 1). The calibration to the neutron
radiation field component to the TLD dose has been performed
in the thermal neutron facility at INMRI laboratories in ENEA
Casaccia [15].
The goal of using both MCP-N and MCP-7 TLD’s was to
distinguish neutron and non-neutron contributions to the dose
and to evaluate the measurement range uncertainty.

Fig. 1. 6 TLD pills, enclosed in a plastic foil packet.

III. MEASUREMENTS AT THE JSI TRIGA REACTOR

A. Description of the JSI TRIGA reactor

The JSI TRIGA reactor is a 250 kW steady state power, pool
type research reactor, which can also be operated in a pulse
mode up to 2GW of thermal power. The reactor equipped
with numerous irradiation facilities. The reactor core has 95
positions, 4 of which are filled with control rods, and the rest
are filled by either fuel elements, irradiation channels or are
left empty (Fig. 2). The Pulse control rod is used for reactor
pulse operation, and can be ejected from the reactor core by
a pneumatic system while the Regulating, Compensating and
Safety control rods are used for steady state operation. The
latter are comprised of a neutron absorber, followed by a fuel
follower, which gets inserted into th reactor core upon control
rod withdrawal.
Fuel elements are of cylindrical geometry, consisting of U-
ZrH fuel meat with 12 wt% of 20% enriched uranium, inner
Zr rod, and upper and lower graphite reflector. The entire fuel
assembly is clad in stainless steel.
In core irradiation channels consist of an aluminum tube, with
or without a bottom graphite distance holder (Fig. 3). Some
of the irradiation positions are equipped with a fast pneumatic
transfer system.

The reactor core is surrounded by a graphite detector with a
rotary carousel holding 40 irradiation positions (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. JSI TRIGA core schematic, as arranged during the experiment.

B. Pre-experimental preparation

In order to prepare for the TLD irradiations, a comprehen-
sive computational study of steady state neutron dose rate
and prompt only gamma dose rate has been performed, to
determine desired reactor power and irradiation time. Expected
dose-rates were taken from [8]. For covering the desired
measured dose range of 1 kGy to 100 kGy the F22 irradiation
position, equipped with the pneumatic transfer system was
selected and preliminary irradiations were performed.
One of the experimental goals was also to measure dose-rate
dependence on the distance from the reactor core center and
trying to distinguish prompt and delayed radiation contribu-
tions to the dose. 3 irradiation positions: Central channel, and
irradiation channel in F26 in core position and IC40 position
inside the graphite reflector with distinctively different dose-
rates were selected. Since delayed radiation field depends on
the operational history of the reactor, the experiment was to
be performed in steps by reactor power-up to steady power,
followed by a rapid shutdown, increasing the steady power
of the step from 50W to 100 kW, in order to prevent decay
radiation from the previous step to significantly influence the
following one, with intermediate cooling times roughly twice
the irradiation times.
At the end a series of TLD irradiations were to be performed
at full reactor power, using the pneumatic transfer system in
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Fig. 2. JSI TRIGA core schematic, as arranged during the experiment.
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Fig. 3. JSI TRIGA fuel element and in-core irradiation positions schematics.

order not to introduce additional errors to the measurement
time and not to increase the background.

C. Experimental campaign

The experimental campaign was executed in August 2017
along with synchronous measurements using multiple fission
and ionization chambers [10] in order to measure and evaluate
the relative temporal behavior of the gamma field and to
provide continuous measurements of neutron flux and reactor
power levels, which are used for comparison of measured TLD
dose-rates and to provide data for modeling with JSIR2S code.
For the first part, a series of reactor startup, operation at steady
power level and rapid shutdown steps at steady reactor power
ranging from 50W to 5 kW were performed in increasing
steady reactor power order. TLD packets inside the polyethy-
lene rabbit containers were inserted into Central irradiation
channel, F26 channel and IC40 position during steady reactor
power and after shutdown (6 containers per power step).
One step at full reactor power was also performed, using 6
TLD packets during steady state operation, and 7 packets after
reactor shutdown.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Support of the experimental results

During this experimental campaign, several ionization and
a fission chamber have been inserted into the reactor core for
neutron and gamma flux monitoring. These signals have been
used for estimating the neutron and gamma contributions after

reactor shutdown and for background estimations.
The prompt neutron and gamma dose values during reactor
operation were taken from [8] and scaled to steady reactor
power during each step accordingly, having a 5% uncertainty
due to reactor power readout uncertainty. The delayed gamma
has contribution has been estimated from [10] and scaled
accordingly to the TLD irradiation positions, with relative
uncertainty of 20% due to uncertainty of radial delayed
gamma contribution dependence.
In between the steps, the background gamma radiation during
the TLD irradiation was estimated from the calibrated PTW
30010 Farmer ionization chamber (PTW IC) located in the F25
position, and scaled accordingly for TLD irradiation positions
by preliminary calculations of the delayed gamma contribution
using the in-house developed JSIR2S code [16], where the
uncertainty was estimated by the span of calculated dose
ratios between PTW IC and the TLD positions at different
times during an irradiation step respectively.The neutron dose
in between the steps was determined by Miniature fission
chamber measurements of neutron flux, located in MP17
position, and scaled accordingly to the specific TLD position
and to the measured neutron flux from [8]. For MCP-N both
neutron and gamma doses were summed, and only gamma
doses attributed to the MCP-7 TLDs as described by [15].
This yielded a combined computational and experimental
results, relying heavily on the previous work. For comparison
with the TLD doses, the before mentioned will be regarded as
computed dose values.
In the full paper, a detailed reproduction of the experiment
using the Monte Carlo particle transport code MCNP [17]
for prompt neutron and gamma dose rate calculations will be
performed and a complete delayed radiation field evaluation
using the JSIR2S code will be presented, and will serve as
reference computed dose values.

B. Results analysis

In this section, TLD irradiation times are presented with
respect to the neutron and gamma flux fluxes as measured by
a fission and an ionization chamber respectively. In Figs. 4,5
and 6 the TLD insertion in their respective irradiation positions
with respect to the ionization and fission chamber signals are
presented. TLD irradiation time was set for 10min.
In Figs. 7, 8 and 9 the doses as measured by the MCP-7 and
MCP-N are presented. The C/E values obtained, as described
in the previous section are given on top of each bar, with the
used TLD readout technique coded in C/E color (Ka=1Gy in
red, UHTR(250) in blue and UHTR(350) in green). A trend
can be observed depending on the readout technique, with C/E
TLD dose values obtained using Ka=1Gy ranging between 0.3
to 4, for UHTR(250) ranging between 0.02 to 0.6 and in range
of 0.06 to 0.1 for UHTR(350) readout techniques.
The MCP-N exhibit increased sensitivity to neutrons compared
to MCP-7 during reactor operation, however this is not the case
in between the reactor operation steps. The approximation that
MCP-7 are sensitive only to gamma rays has been validated
at low dose rates (mGy) [15]. However at dose rates in
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order of ¿100Gy h−1 this does not appear to be the case.
One of possible culprits for such discrepancy might be self
heating by incident neutron via reactions on Li isotopes such
as 6Li + n → 4He + 3H + 4.78MeV, which might cause
self-annealing. Additional measurements, using MCP-N and
MCP-7 TLD’s in conjunction with a small thermo-couple are
planned in the near future.
The measured dose-rates also differ significantly to the ones
predicted by above mentioned efforts for support of experi-
mental results. However different C/E ranges can be observed,
depending on the used readout technique. In order to identify
possible reasons for large deviations of C/E values from 1 the
following activities will be performed in the near future:

• Temperature measurements of the TLD’s during reactor
operation have to be performed in order to rule out self-
annealing of the dosimeters.

• Other dose-rate related effects, which might lead to
response non-linearity.

• Sensitivity of both MCP-N and MCP-7 to neutron com-
ponent of the radiation field.

• Enclosure in order to obtain charged particle equilibrium
(CPE) for incident neutrons and gamma rays.

Fig. 4. Two irradiation step with steady power of 50W and 500W.

Fig. 5. Irradiation step with steady power of 5 kW.

V. CONCLUSION

Measurements using MCP-N with natural lithium and MCP-
7 with 7Li isotope have been performed in an intense mixed
radiation field of the JSI TRIGA reactor irradiation facilities

Fig. 6. Two irradiation steps with steady power of 10 kW and 50 kW.

at different reactor power levels for a fixed time duration of
600 s.
A parallel analysis using a combination ionization and fission
chamber detectors and previous experimental and computa-
tional results has been performed in order to compare to the
measured doses by the TLDs. A full computational analysis
of the TLD doses using the MCNP and JSIR2S code will be
presented in the full paper and validated by ionization chamber
measurement results.
Additional work is required in improvement of before men-
tioned TLD dose readout techniques, which can be grouped
according to the presented C/E values, however none of them
close to 1 for both MCP-N and MCP-7 type TLD.
The simple methodology for discriminating the neutron and
gamma dose by subtracting doses from MCP-N and MCP-
7, validated at low dose rates appears to yield ambiguous
(negative) neutron dose results with large uncertainties. We
postulate this effect might be due to heating of the TLDs due to
neutron reactions on 6Li, causing self-annealing. Temperature
measurements of the TLDs during irradiation inside the JSI
TRIGA reactor using a thermocouple will be performed in the
near future, and presented in the full paper. TLD readout dose
dependence on dose-rate (especially neutron) and influence
of 6Li impurities in MCP-7 TLDs should be studied in the
future.
Several issues in using the MCP-N and MCP-7 dosimeters
in the high dose rate mixed radiation field environment have
been identified with proposed steps for their qualification or
resolution outlined.
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